Chapter 21
Revelation 21:1 And I saw a NEW HEAVEN {the old
heaven being the area of the top of the swelled to
heaven/sky super volcano overflowing with lava was
replaced by the new lower heaven of Eden's mount} and a
new Earth {the old Earth was replaced by the new Earth's
land of Eden}: for the FIRST HEAVEN {top of the
swelled to heaven super volcano overflowing with a lake
of fire} and the first EARTH {Earth's land covered in a
lake of fire and then covered by a sea of waters} PASSED
AWAY {no longer existed}; and there was NO MORE
SEA{no more sea covering the land when the new heaven
and new Earth were re-created}.
As stated in Revelation 20:15, the overflowing and
spreading lake of fire covered the world while great
hailstones rained upon all lands to which the lake of fire
had spread. Thereafter when the intensity of the
overflowing lake of fire had subsided, a sea of waters
covered the world's land. However, the USA's land was
still covered by the lake of fire overflowing from the
swelled to heaven super volcano within the dissolved
USA. Then the first heaven of the top of the swelled to
heaven immense super volcano overflowing with a lake of
fire within the dissolved USA was replaced by Eden's
immense mount that is lower to the ground. At the same
time, there was no more sea covering the land because the

new Earth's land was re-created as the new Eden.
Isaiah 65:20 There shall be no more THENCE {being the
day the new heaven and new Earth began just after the
lake of fire covered the world} an INFANT {who did not
enter the ensign to be within new Jerusalem} OF DAYS
{instead will be an infant of 100 years. The 100 years of
judgment time began when the risen seventh plagued
angel came down from heaven as an overflowing and
spreading lake of fire. These 100 years ended when the
world was covered in a lake of fire}, nor an OLD MAN
{that did not enter the ensign to be within new Jerusalem}
that hath not filled his days {filled his days of 100 years of
the judgment period}: for the child shall die an
HUNDRED YEARS OLD {because it took a 100 years
during the judgment to show the many things happening
during the small amount of time it took for the lake of fire
to spread throughout the world}; but the SINNER
{referring to the rebellious people with their children that
sinned against the everlasting gospel by not following the
message and entering the ensign to be within new
Jerusalem and escape the lake of fire} being an hundred
years old shall be accursed.
Psalms 90:4 For a THOUSAND YEARS {of our years} in
THY {seventh plagued angel's} sight are but as
YESTERDAY when it is past, and as a WATCH IN THE
NIGHT {hence a thousand years of our world dreamed

into existence are equal to one day in the real world}.
*******
Revelation 21:2 And I John saw the HOLY CITY {being
new Jerusalem in which the three groups of redeemed had
entered to escape death by a lake of fire that covered the
world}, NEW JERUSALEM {new Jerusalem was sitting
around the swelled to heaven super volcano of the first
heaven and first Earth}, COMING DOWN {hence the
holy city came down to be the new Eden that surrounds
new Eden's lower mount that replaced the swelled to
heaven super volcano's mount} from GOD {seventh
plagued angel/God reigning on the top of the swelled to
heaven lava-erupting super volcano of the first heaven and
first Earth} out of HEAVEN {this first heaven refers to
the top of the swelled to heaven super volcano that
overflowed with a lake of fire}, prepared as a BRIDE
{three groups of redeemed} adorned for her HUSBAND
{the written visions and oracles of the Lamb/new Israel}.
After the lake of fire covered the first Earth (land) of the
old world. Then the seventh plagued angel recreated the
new heaven and new Earth of the new world, just as it
happened in the first week of Genesis. Accordingly the
high new Jerusalem came down from the heights of her
God and father (seventh plagued angel reigning upon the
swelled to heaven super volcano of the first heaven) to be
dwelling in the new heaven and new Earth. New

Jerusalem represents the new Eden, that is as a dressed
bride prepared for her husband (new Israel of the new
world). This time, however, only the three groups of
redeemed that entered new Jerusalem will be living with
the new Adam (Michael) and new Eve (Gabriel) in the
new heaven and new Earth.
*******
Revelation 21:3 And I heard a GREAT VOICE {equated
with thunder} out of HEAVEN {where the judgment is
taking place on and around the lifted up to heaven super
volcano} saying, Behold, the TABERNACLE {dwelling
place within the bottomless pit/super volcano/Eden's
mount/the rock} of GOD {seventh plagued angel} is with
MEN {men/spiritual tribes of the three groups of
redeemed within new Jerusalem}, and HE {seventh
plagued angel} will DWELL {dwells within the dormant
super volcano/mount of Eden/bottomless pit/the rock}
with them , and THEY {three groups of redeemed} shall
be HIS {seventh plagued angel's} people, and GOD
HIMSELF {seventh plagued angel/the rock/mount of
Eden} shall be with them, and be their God {because
according to what is written on the last small part (referred
to as the seventh plagued angel/God) of the scroll of life is
how the new heaven and new Earth are re-created by God
over and over and over during the judgment}.
During the judgment, a vision and oracle written on the

last small part (equated with the seventh plagued angel) of
the scroll of life showed new Jerusalem having descended
with the lower new heaven (top) of new Eden's mount
(equated with the seventh plagued angel) to be in the new
Earth. At that time during the judgment, a great voice like
thunder (from the top of the swelled to heaven super
volcano of the first heaven and first Earth) declared that
the former dwelling place upon the swelled to heaven
super volcano of the seventh plagued angel is now in a
new lower heaven of new Eden's mount. New Eden's
mount is the same location as the former dwelling place of
the seventh plagued angel on the lifted-up to heaven
erupting super volcano. In the new Earth, living waters
will flow from the top of Eden's mount, instead of an
overflowing lake of fire flowing down from the first
heaven to the first Earth. Accordingly, the seventh plagued
angel (God) will be the new mount (rock) of Eden
dwelling with the redeemed in the new paradise (garden)
of Eden in the new Earth.
During the judgment, the visions and oracles written on
the last small part (referred to as the seventh plagued
angel) of the scroll of life replay over and over and over
all things that happened from the first generation of
Genesis through to the last generation ending in a lake of
fire, the new heaven and new Earth, and the time of the
judgment. Accordingly, certain visions and oracles written
on the last small part of the scroll of life show what

happened and has been happening during the new heaven
and new Earth. At the beginning of the new heaven and
new Earth, the tabernacle (being the covering/tabernacle
of Eden's mount where the seventh plagued angel/God
dwells therein as a lake of fire) of God (who recreates all
things over and over and over during the judgment) is
with the redeemed in the new heaven and new Earth.
*******
Revelation 21:4 And GOD {seventh plagued angel/last
small part of the scroll of life} shall WIPE AWAY ALL
TEARS from their eyes; and there shall be NO MORE
DEATH, NEITHER SORROW, NOR CRYING,
NEITHER shall there be ANY MORE PAIN: for the
FORMER THINGS {that existed and happened in the
first heaven being the top of the swelled to heaven
erupting super volcano and the first Earth/land around it
covered in a lake of fire} are PASSED AWAY {having
been replaced with the new heaven and new Earth}.
During the judgment, written visions and oracles on the
last small part (seventh plagued angel/God) of the scroll of
life recreated the new heaven and new earth after the lake
of fire (lava) descended from the first heaven to the first
Earth (land) and covered the world. During the new
heaven and new Earth, there is no more death, sorrow,
crying, and pain that happened in the first heaven of the
swelled to the sky super volcano overflowing and

descending to the first Earth (land), as the lake of fire
spread to cover the first world. All things, animals, and the
three groups of redeemed (re-saved) will be able to do
only good in the new heaven (top of Eden's mount) and in
the new Earth (land of Eden), as it was in Eden before
Adam and Eve ate of the forbidden fruit. At that time, the
redeemed dwelling in the new heaven and new Earth of
the new world will have no memory of the first heaven
and first Earth of the first world. In the new heaven and
new Earth, they are made in the image and exact likeness
of the righteous perfect people of the real world, whom
they really are.
Isaiah 65:17 For, behold, I {seventh plagued angel}
create NEW HEAVENS and a NEW EARTH: and the
FORMER {the ways and things that existed and happened
in the old heaven and old Earth} shall NOT BE
REMEMBERED, nor come into mind.
*******
Revelation 21:5 And HE {seventh plagued angel} that
sat upon the THRONE {reigning upon the swelled to
heaven super volcano that covered the world in a lake of
fire} said, Behold, I {reigning seventh plagued angel}
make ALL THINGS NEW {be recreating the old heaven
and old Earth, covered in a lake of fire, into a new heaven
and new Earth}. And HE {ending of the sixth plagued
angel} said unto ME {said to the Apostle John who

typifies latter day Yahshua/Moses}, WRITE: for these
WORDS {that old John wrote in the Book of Revelation
which illustrate what is written in the the scroll of life}
are TRUE and FAITHFUL.
The first Earth (land) and the world was covered in a lake
of fire. Then the seventh plagued angel (that represents the
last small part of the scroll) reigning on his white throne
of light emanating from the lake of fire recreates all things
of the first heaven and first world (that ended in a lake of
fire) and makes them new. The new heaven and new Earth
are recreated just as it happened in the first week of
Genesis, except old Adam and old Eve and their rebellious
children have been replaced with the new Adam (Michael)
and new Eve (Gabriel) and the three groups of redeemed.
The old Apostle John on the Isle of Patmos was told to
write the things he was seeing (visions) and hearing
(oracles). He was told by the ending of the sixth plagued
angel (who is revealing the seventh plagued angel) that the
words of the visions and oracles he was writing in the
Book of Revelation are true and faithful. This means that
the overcomers that believe this message and the
everlasting gospel can faithfully rely on these true visions
and oracles written in the Book of Revelation, because the
written visions and oracles will happen as revealed from
the scroll of life by the two witnesses (Michael and
Gabriel) to latter day Moses/Yahshua.

*******
Revelation 21:6 And HE {being the ending of the sixth
plagued angel that reveals the reigning seventh plagued
angel sitting on his throne of light emanating from the
lake of fire of the swelled to heaven super volcano when
the world was covered in a lake of fire} said unto me, IT
{new heavens and new Earth} IS DONE. I {seventh
plagued angel} am ALPHA {being the first letter of the
first word on the first small part of the scroll of life's last
side that mixes with the omega} and OMEGA {the last
letter of the last word on the last small part of the scroll of
life's first side}, the BEGINNING {the beginning
dawning vision/light written on the first small part of the
scroll of life's last side} and the END {the ending
vision/light at dusk written on the last small part of the
scroll of life's first side}. I {seventh plagued angel that
represents the last small part of the scroll of life} will give
unto HIM {any person} that is ATHIRST {to understand
the written visions and oracles of God/seventh plagued
angel} of the FOUNTAIN {equated with the visions and
oracles written on the last small part of the scroll of life}
of the WATER {equated with written words that prophesy
of things that will happen} OF LIFE {salvation}
FREELY.
It was done when the seventh plagued angel made all
things new in the previous replay of the new heaven and
new Earth. The seventh plagued angel's written visions

and oracles will again make all things new in the present
replay of all generations. At present, the last generation in
which we are reliving is being replayed. When the replay
of the lake of fire covers the world and the replay of the
new heaven and new Earth have replaced the old heaven
and old Earth when all things were made new, then the
replay reveals the seventh plagued angel when he declared
''it is done.''
The seventh plagued angel represents the first
(alpha/beginning) letter of the alphabet written on the first
small part of the scroll of life's last side, while at the same
time the seventh plagued angel represents the last (omega)
letter of the alphabet written on the last small part of the
scroll of life's first side. Just as the end of a moonlight's
evening mixes with the sun's daylight at dawn, so the
seventh plagued angel represents the written visions and
oracles of the first witness written on the last small part of
the scroll of life's first side mixing with the visions and
oracles written on the first small part of the scroll of life's
other side.
When a person is thirsting to understand the visions and
oracles written in the Bible concerning the seventh
plagued angel. The seventh plagued angel will cause that
person to find the message of the latter day messenger.
The seventh plagued angel says “I will give unto him that
is athirst (for the understanding of the written visions and
oracles in the Bible) of the fountain (scroll of life) of the

water (written words in the scroll of life) of life
(everlasting salvation) freely (no money required).”
Isaiah 55:1 Ho, every one that THIRSTETH {to
understand the Bible's written predictions}, come ye to the
WATERS {words of life in the scroll of life}, and he that
hath no money; come ye, BUY {by trading your old
beliefs}, and EAT {of the spiritual hidden manna/seven
angels' messages}; yea, come, buy WINE {referring to the
sweetness/spiritual wine of knowing the meanings of
written biblical prophecies} and MILK {referring to the
bitterness/spiritual milk of being ridiculed by people
because of the new belief} without money and without
price.
*******
Revelation 21:7 He that OVERCOMETH {latter day
Babylon's way of thinking, which also pertains to their old
beliefs, by accepting the latter day messenger's message
and the everlasting gospel} shall INHERIT {in the new
Earth} ALL THINGS; and I {seventh plagued angel} will
be his God, and he shall be my son {in the new Earth}.
The Apostle John on the Isle of Patmos wrote that the
seventh plagued angel said that the people that overcome
will inherit all things of the old heaven and old Earth after
it is covered by a lake of fire. The way a person overcame
when they lived in the last generation of the first heaven

and first Earth to be, thereafter, living in the time of the
new heaven and new Earth was by having received the
mark (written visions and oracles) of God (seventh
plagued angel) on their forehead (front of their mind)
instead of the world's way of thinking. The overcomers
dwelling in the new heaven and new Earth are the sons of
the seventh plagued angel.
*******
Revelation 21:8 But the FEARFUL {who are afraid to
believe the latter day messenger's message and the
everlasting gospel}, and UNBELIEVING {who outright
reject this new message and the everlasting gospel}, and
the ABOMINABLE {who spiritually eat/believe
unclean/untrue beliefs}, and MURDERERS {of the two
witnesses' written visions and oracles and murderers of the
overcomers that proclaim the everlasting gospel}, and
WHOREMONGERS {religious and political leaders who
earn money from their converts}, and SORCERERS
{false prophets}, and IDOLATORS {of respected people,
famous people and powerful people, including past
biblical prophets, messiahs, and God/Yahweh}, and ALL
LIARS {who say the two witnesses' written visions and
oracles as revealed by the latter day true messenger and
the everlasting gospel are not true}, shall have their
PART {as written in the scroll of life} in the LAKE {that
will have covered the world} which BURNETH WITH
FIRE {lava} and BRIMSTONE: which is the SECOND

DEATH {being an exact replay of the first death}.
The two witnesses' written visions and oracles (as
revealed by the latter day true messenger from the scroll
of life) and the everlasting gospel are the only means of
salvation for people living in the last generation, that will
be covered by a lake of fire. There are people who are
afraid (fearful) to believe this message and, thereafter, the
everlasting gospel. Other people are unbelieving, by
outright rejecting the possibility that this message and,
thereafter, the everlasting gospel will happen. There are
people who falsely interpret the two witnesses' visions and
oracles written in the Bible, creating an abominable belief
that others also believe (spiritually eat) and promote. The
people who kill the two witnesses' written visions and
oracles and the overcomers that proclaim the everlasting
gospel are murderers. Political and religious leaders who
are not promoting what this message is proclaiming and,
thereafter, the everlasting gospel but some other vision are
as whoremongers. The people who use all sorts of means
to promote their vision that is contrary to this message and
the everlasting gospel are as sorcerers. Many people
idolize the words of leaders of nations, people of power,
famous people, wealthy people, and religious leaders,
including old testament prophets, messiahs, and
God/Yahweh mentioned in the Bible over what the latter
day messenger's message and, thereafter, the everlasting
gospel. Any person that says this message is false and,

thereafter, says the everlasting gospel is false is a liar.
Accordingly, all the fearful people, unbelieving people,
abominable people, murderers, whoremongers, sorcerers,
idolators, and all liars are warned by this message and the
everlasting gospel before they play their final part in life
(as written on the scroll of life), which ends (second
death) in the lake of fire that had already covered the
world in a lake of lava (first death) in the previous replay.
*******
Revelation 21:9 And there came unto me ONE {being
the ending of the sixth plagued angel} of the SEVEN
ANGELS which HAD the SEVEN VIALS {not yet
released at one time by the risen seventh plagued angel
upon the swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of
fire but not yet overflowing} FULL of the SEVEN LAST
PLAGUES, and talked with me, saying, Come hither, I
will shew thee the BRIDE {being new Jerusalem that
represents the first group and second group of redeemed in
which later was gathered the third group of redeemed into
new Jerusalem}, the LAMB’S {representing the message
of the latter day messenger} WIFE {new Jerusalem/new
Eden}.
The Apostle John saw visions and heard the oracles which
he wrote in Revelation 21:9. These visions and oracles
reveal the time when the five months of smoke and ash

erupting from the super volcano had ended, along with the
initial six plagued angels. In that time of five months, the
everlasting gospel was proclaimed to all nations. The
people that believed the everlasting gospel were ready to
travel to the ensign of new Jerusalem at the end of the five
months of smoke and ash. These people of a great
multitude had overcome the beliefs of the world and
inherited all things in the new heaven and new Earth when
they entered new Jerusalem's ensign. However, the fearful
people, unbelieving people, abominable people,
murderers, whoremongers, sorcerers, idolators, and all
liars rejected the everlasting gospel and instead chose to
remain outside of new Jerusalem's ensign.
The ending of the sixth plagued angel showed the Apostle
John the Lamb's Bride. The Lamb represents the message
of the latter day messenger which revealed what was
written on the scroll of life to the first group of
overcomers and to the second group of overcomers. The
first group (priests) and second group (elders) of
redeemed were the saints who proclaimed the everlasting
gospel during the five months when smoke and ash were
erupting from the super volcano. These priests and elders
are the bride (equated with new Jerusalem) of the Lamb
(message/Lamb of the latter day messenger).
*******
Revelation 21:10 And HE {ending of the sixth plagued

angel} carried me away in the SPIRIT {as a ghost/spirit}
to a GREAT and HIGH MOUNTAIN {representing the
swelled to heaven mountain of the super volcano full of a
lake of fire}, and shewed me that GREAT CITY, the
HOLY JERUSALEM {equated with an immense
whirlwind that formed in the sky}, DESCENDING {from
the sky where the immense whirlwind was created to
surround the swelled to heaven mountain/furnace of the
super volcano} out of heaven from God {the risen
seventh plagued angel/God as a great light/star with a lake
of fire upon the immense 40-mile wide mouth upon the
swelled to heaven super volcano},
The sixth plagued angel carried the Apostle John in the
spirit (as a ghost) to the top of the swelled to heaven super
volcano's mountain, that reached to heaven (sky). John
saw the great and holy city new Jerusalem descending
from the sky (heaven) down to the ground. This vision
represents the time when an immense fiery whirlwind
(equated with new Jerusalem) was created in the sky by
the extreme heat emanating from the lake of fire in the
immense 40-mile wide mouth of the swelled to heaven
super volcano. The swirling terrible rings of this immense
whirlwind descended from the high mountain of God
(risen seventh plagued angel) to surround the high
mountain of the swelled to heaven super volcano.
Nahum 1:3 The Lord {seventh plagued angel} is slow to
anger, and great in power, and will not at all acquit the

wicked {that reject the everlasting gospel}: the Lord hath
his way in the WHIRLWIND {that comes down from
heaven to surround the swelled to heaven mountain of the
super volcano} and in the storm, and the clouds are the
dust of his feet.
Ezekiel 1:4 And I looked, and, behold, a WHIRLWIND
{immense tornado equated with new Jerusalem} came out
of the north, a great cloud, and a fire infolding itself, and
a brightness was about it, and out of the midst thereof as
the colour of amber, out of the midst of the fire.
1:26 And above the FIRMAMENT {where great hailstones
are being created in heaven/sky} that was over their
heads was the likeness of a THRONE {throne of intense
light upon the firmament of hailstones in heaven. The
intense light/ensign is emanating from the swelled to
heaven super volcano's immense mouth full of a lake of
fire}, as the appearance of a SAPPHIRE STONE
{reflecting the color of the blue sky}: and upon the
likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance
of a MAN {risen seventh plagued angel as a great
light/star} above upon it.
1:27 And I saw as the COLOUR OF AMBER {color of the
lake of fire/lava}, as the appearance of fire round about
within it, from the appearance of HIS {risen seventh
plagued angel's} loins even upward, and from the

appearance of his loins even downward, I saw as it were
the appearance of fire {lake of fire}, and it had brightness
round about.
*******
Revelation 21:11 {new Jerusalem equated with the first
and second groups of redeemed} Having the GLORY
{referring to the intense glorious light emanating from the
lake of fire in swelled to heaven super volcano's 40-mile
wide mouth} OF GOD {risen seventh plagued angel as a
grat light with fire}: and HER {bride/new Jerusalem
equated with the first group and second group of
redeemed} LIGHT {white garments equated with the
intense white light emanating from the like of fire in the
swelled to heaven super volcano's immense mouth} was
like unto a stone most precious, even like a jasper stone,
clear as crystal;
New Jerusalem (huge whirlwind) will be radiating an
intense white light emanating from the swelled to heaven
super volcano's immense 40-mile wide mouth full of a
lake of fire. This intense light is the ensign that will be
lifted up to the nations. A great multitude of all nations
that accepted the everlasting gospel will hear of and see
the intensely bright light and quickly travel to it. Before
the lake of fire overflows and descends down from the
swelled to heaven super volcano to spread throughout the
world, the redeemed will enter the intense light of the
ensign to be within new Jerusalem before the judgment

begins. In the middle of new Jerusalem (huge whirlwind)
is the high mountain of the super volcano full of a lake of
fire. Above this high mountain full of a lake of fire is the
risen God (seventh plagued angel). The seventh plagued
angel (who is equated with the last small part of the scroll
of life) is God because he is replaying (recreating) the
things that happened in all generations, end of the world,
new heaven and new Earth, and the time of the judgment.
The glory (intense light/shekinah glory) of God (seventh
plagued angel) is the figurative white linen garments that
all the redeemed are covered with when they enter the
ensign of new Jerusalem.
*******
Revelation 21:12 And {new Jerusalem representing a
great whirlwind} had a WALL {created by raining
hailstones} great and high, and had TWELVE GATES
{symbolizing twelve spiritual tribes of the great
multitude}, and at the gates TWELVE ANGELS
{typified by the old twelve sons/twelve tribes of Jacob,
being the new twelve sons/tribes}, and NAMES
WRITTEN THEREON {which are the names of the great
multitude on twelve gates}, which are the NAMES of the
TWELVE {spiritual} TRIBES of the CHILDREN {great
multitude/third group of redeemed} of {new} ISRAEL
{new nation of Israel}:
The vision of Revelation 21:12 is of new Jerusalem. New

Jerusalem represents an immense whirlwind that
materializes because of the intense heat emanating from
the lake of fire in the immense 40-mile wide mouth of the
swelled to heaven super volcano. New Jerusalem is also
equated with the first group and second group of
redeemed and, thereafter, the third group of redeemed.
New Jerusalem's gates represent the third group of
redeemed (great multitude), which are built upon the wall
after the wall was built. New Jerusalem's wall represents
the second group (144,000) of redeemed that covers new
Jerusalem's foundations (representing the first group of
redeemed). As a foundation is built before a wall, so the
first group (apostles of every generation) was gathered
before the second group (disciples of every generation) of
redeemed. Also as a wall is built before gates can be
placed thereon, just as the second group (disciples of
every generation) of redeemed was gathered before the
third group of redeemed. New Jerusalem's twelve gates
are equated with the great multitude (third group of
redeemed), who are the spiritual children of the twelve
spiritual tribes of the 144,000 (second group of
redeemed). Each angel at each of the twelve gates is
equated with a tribe of Jacob. These twelve angels are
equated with the vision concerning the fiery light (heat) of
the lake of fire guarding each gate.
First there are 1,000 apostles in each of twelve tribes
(twelve foundations) of the first group. Then there are also

12,000 disciples in each of the twelve tribes (walls).
Thereafter, there are also a great multitude of children in
the twelve tribes (gates) of the new nation of Israel.
Jeremiah 31:22 How long wilt thou go about, O thou
backsliding DAUGHTER {USA's ruling capital/daughter
and her nation/husband that are about to begin being
covered by the lake of fire, which has filled the immense
mouth upon the high mountain/new Zion within new
Jerusalem}? for the Lord {risen seventh plagued angel}
hath created a new thing in the earth, A WOMAN {new
Jerusalem} shall compass a MAN {the man being the new
nation of Israel that will be within the woman/new
Jerusalem when the three groups of redeemed have
entered new Jerusalem's ensign}.
*******
Revelation 21:13 On the east three gates; on the north
three gates; on the south three gates; and on the west
three gates .
There are three gates on each side of new Jerusalem. The
reason is that when the seventh plagued angel has risen as
a great light with a lake of fire, the great multitude of
overcomers (that believed the everlasting gospel) will
travel from the four corners of the world to enter into any
of the four sides of the ensign. The ensign is a glorious
white light emanating from new Jerusalem before the lake

of fire (within new mount Zion's swelled to heaven
immense 40-mile wide mouth) overflows and spreads
throughout the world.
In the past type, the adults (equated with apostles/first
group of redeemed) of old Israel left Egypt and gave birth
to children (equated with the 144,000/second group of
redeemed), who became adults during Israel's second
wilderness journey to Canaan. Then the adults (equated
with the first group and second group of redeemed) of
Israel entered the promised land and began overthrowing
the Canaanites. While old Canaan was being overthrown,
the children of Israel (who became adults before entering
Canaan) gave birth to a multitude of their children, just as
the 144,000 (being the matured children of the Lamb and
his apostles) give spiritual birth to a great multitude (third
group of redeemed) of children, that accept the everlasting
gospel and, thereafter, enter the ensign.
*******
Revelation 21:14 And the WALL {representing the second
group/144,000 of redeemed} of the city {new Jerusalem}
had TWELVE FOUNDATIONS {equated with
apostles/first group of redeemed gathered in every
generation before the disciples/second group were
gathered in every generation, that all resurrect to be living
in the last generation to proclaim the everlasting gospel},
and in them the NAMES of the TWELVE APOSTLES

{twelve apostles gathered in old Yahshua's/Jesus'
generation, just as there are apostles gathered in every
generation by a living messenger, that all resurrect to be
living in the last generation to proclaim the everlasting
gospel} of the LAMB {Lamb/message of latter day new
Yahshua/Jesus}.
New Jerusalem's wall represents the second group
(144,000 disciples of all generations) of redeemed. The
wall is built on twelve foundations. These twelve
foundations represent the first group (apostles) of
redeemed gathered in every generation. In
Yahshua's/Jesus' generation, Yahshua first gathered twelve
apostles and then he and his apostles gathered disciples
during the 3½ year ministry of Yahshua before he was
crucified and resurrected.
In the last generation, latter day new Yahshua/Moses
gathered his apostles during latter day Babylon's first
reigning period, just as old Moses brought the adult
Israelite believers out of old Egypt. Old Moses and the
adult Israelites that came out of Egypt failed to take the
promised land and end the reign of the Canaanites after
their first wilderness journey from Egypt to Canaan. In
our day, latter day Moses and his apostles failed in the
prediction of the super volcano erupting smoke and ash to
begin the ending of latter day Babylon's (spiritual
Canaan's) reign. Old Moses and the adult Israelites
wandered the wilderness for a second time, but for 40

years, and gave birth to children. These children became
adults during their 40-year wilderness journey. In our day,
latter day Moses with his apostles will gather disciples
when the two witnesses are prophesying for 1260 days
during latter day Babylon's third reigning period. Three
and a half days after these 1260 days, the super volcano
explodes and erupts smoke and ash for five months. On
the same day the super volcano explodes is when the
resurrection happens for the dead of all generations.
Among these resurrected people to life and health are
living and healthy patriarchs, prophets, messiah's,
messengers, apostles, and disciples of all past generations.
These resurrected overcomes of all generations will learn
the new message (song) of the everlasting gospel during
the 50 days of new Pentecost. Then at the beginning of the
50th day, they will receive the power of the Holy Spirit
(seventh plagued angel) to proclaim the everlasting gospel
and convert a great multitude while the super volcano is
erupting smoke and ash for five months.
*******
Revelation 21:15 And HE {ending of the sixth plagued
angel revealing the seventh plagued angel} that talked
with ME {Apostle John} had a GOLDEN {this gold
represents the first witness' spiritual silvery
moonlight/visions mixed with the last witness' spiritual
coppery sunlight/visions} REED to MEASURE the CITY
{foundations}, and the GATES thereof, and the WALL

thereof.
The vision of Revelation 12:15 is of the city new
Jerusalem that is equated with the first group and second
group of redeemed and, thereafter, the third group of
redeemed. New Jerusalem also represents a huge
whirlwind that surrounds the high mountain of the super
volcano when it is full of a lake of fire. The golden reed
represents the two witnesses' combined lights (visions) of
silvery moonlight (visions) mixed with coppery sunlight
(visions) to create the gold. Since the city is being
measured (judged) by the golden reed, it means the
visions of this golden reed pertain to new Jerusalem,
which represents the three groups of redeemed.
*******
Revelation 21:16 And the city lieth {base}
FOURSQUARE, and the LENGTH is as LARGE as the
BREADTH: and HE {ending of the sixth plagued angel}
measured the CITY with the reed, TWELVE
THOUSAND FURLONGS {hence each of twelve
foundations equals 1,000 furlongs}. The LENGTH
{12,000 furlongs} and the BREADTH {12,000 furlongs}
and the HEIGHT {12,000 furlongs} of IT {the
foursquare base/twelve foundations} are EQUAL.
New Jerusalem's measurements reveal how far the light of
the ensign is radiating from the swelled to heaven super

volcano. The measurement of the base (foursquare) of
new Jerusalem are 12,000 furlongs (being 1500 miles)
long, 12,000 furlongs wide, and twelve thousand furlongs
high. The base (twelve foundations) of new Jerusalem
represents the first group of 12,000 redeemed. The length,
breadth, and height of new Jerusalem (each being 12,000
furlongs/1,500 miles) reveals the general size of the
glorious bright white light of the ensign radiating out from
the immense 40-mile wide mouth upon the swelled to
heaven super volcano.
*******
Revelation 21:17 And he MEASURED the {height of
the} WALL {one wall that covers the top of the
foundations} thereof, an HUNDRED and FORTY and
FOUR CUBITS {to correlate the wall of 144 cubits with
the 144,000/second group of redeemed}, according to the
MEASURE {cubit} of a man, that is, of the angel {the
ending of the sixth plagued angel that is doing the
measuring}.The 144 cubit-high wall completely covers
the top of new Jerusalem's twelve foundations, that are
12,000 furlongs long, wide, and high. Therefore the wall
represents the second group of redeemed gathered from all
generations. The wall is 144 cubits high to correlate the
wall with the 144,000. Also the height of the wall is of the
glorious white light emanating about 12,000 furlongs from
the swelled to heaven super volcano's 40-mile wide
mouth, full of a lake of fire.

*******
Revelation 21:18 And the building of the WALL
{representing the second group of redeemed} of it was of
JASPER {this particular Jasper wall of new Jerusalem has
12 colors. The wall of Jasper is equated with great
hailstones that like prisms divide the intense white light
into the many colors of Jasper stones}: and the {top of
the} CITY was PURE GOLD {gold represents the
yellow/gold color of the sky when a huge thunderstorm of
great hailstones are raining upon the land}, like unto
CLEAR GLASS {representing great hailstones}.
New Jerusalem's has one 144 cubit-high wall that covers
completely the 12 foundations that create the square base
of new Jerusalem. The reason is that the 12 foundations
and 144 cubit-high wall represent great hailstones that
have rained from heaven (sky) when the swelled to heaven
super volcano is full of a lake of fire but not yet
overflowing. The wall is made of 12 layers/colors of
Jasper stones. Each layer/color is 12 cubits high. These
twelve layers/colors of the 144 cubit-high wall represent
the twelve tribes of the 144,000.
The vision in Revelation 21:18 reveals the time when a
great whirlwind has materialized around the swelled to
heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire but not yet
overflowing. At that time, great hailstones will be raining
within and around the huge whirlwind. These raining great

hailstones represent the transparent foundations and wall
of new Jerusalem. The pure and transparent gold of new
Jerusalem represents the yellow/gold color of the sky. The
yellow/gold color of the sky is reflected with the
transparent great hailstones forming high in the sky during
the terrible storm taking place around the swelled to
heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire.
*******
Revelation 21:19 And the {twelve} FOUNDATIONS of
the WALL of the CITY were GARNISHED with all
manner of PRECIOUS STONES. The FIRST
foundation was JASPER; the SECOND, SAPPHIRE;
the THIRD, a CHALCEDONY; the FOURTH, an
EMERALD;
*******
Revelation 21:20 The FIFTH, SARADONYX; the
SIXTH, SARDIUS; the SEVENTH, CHRYSOLYTE; the
EIGHTH, BERYL; the NINTH, a TOPAZ; the TENTH,
a CHRYSOPRASUS; the ELEVENTH, a JACINTH;
the TWELFTH an AMETHYST.
Each of the twelve foundations are of a different color
gemstone to equate them with the twelve tribes of the
apostles gathered from all generations. The gemstones are
also equated with great hailstones that rain from heaven
around the swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake

of fire. The great hailstones act as prisms that divide the
intense white light emanating from the immense lake of
fire to create the many colors that are associated with the
twelve gem-stone foundations of new Jerusalem.
The twelve foundations have one wall covering the top
foundation. These twelve foundations represent the twelve
spiritual tribes that are equated with the twelve apostles of
old Yahshua/Jesus. In these twelve spiritual tribes are
written the names of the first group of redeemed gathered
from all generations. As the faithful adult Israelites of
twelve tribes believed old Moses' message and left
Goshen in old Egypt and traveled to Canaan (promised
land), so the faithful apostles of all generations accepted
the message of a living messenger (patriarch, prophet, or
messiah) on their spiritual journey to a new Earth (the real
promised land). The living messenger and apostles
(apostles equated with the twelve foundations) gathered
disciples. These disciples of all generations are
represented by the wall that covers completely the top of
the twelve foundations, just as apostles (foundations) are
gathered before disciples (wall) are gathered. Disciples of
all generations are equated with the children that were
born from the adult Israelites as they journeyed through
the wilderness to Canaan.
Malachi 3:17 And they shall be mine, saith the LORD
{seventh plagued angel} of HOSTS {great hailstones}, in
THAT DAY {the day when the seventh plagued angel has

risen as a great star/light/ensign} when I make up my
JEWELS {hence the jewels with which new Jerusalem is
constructed}; and I will SPARE THEM, as a man spareth
his own son that serveth him.
*******
Revelation 21:21 And the TWELVE GATES {in which
enter the great multitude/third group of redeemed} were
TWELVE PEARLS {these white pearls represent the
bright light shining above the clouds from the swelled to
heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire}; every several
GATE {every one of three/several gates on each side of
new Jerusalem} was of ONE PEARL {that each sat upon
the outer part of the wall}: And the STREET {upon the
top of new Jerusalem} of the CITY was PURE GOLD
{representing the yellow/gold color of the sky reflecting
on the great hailstones forming in the sky}, as it were
TRANSPARENT GLASS .
When new Jerusalem materializes around the swelled to
heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire but not yet
overflowing, new Jerusalem's twelve foundations are first
built and then the one wall with twelve colors/layers of a
jasper stone is built covering the top of the 12 foundations,
followed by the 12 gates of white pearl built thereon. This
reveals that the first group (equated with 12 foundations)
of redeemed was gathered. Then the second group
(equated with 12 colors/layers of the wall) of redeemed

was gathered. Thereafter, the third group (equated with 12
gates made of white pearl) was gathered.
Each gate is made of white pearl to equate the color of
each gate with the intense white light emanating from the
risen seventh plagued angel above the swelled to heaven
super volcano. The intense bright light is shining above
the clouds over new Jerusalem. Each of the twelve gates is
of one pearl to equate each gate with each separate tribe of
the great multitude. On top of the wall of jasper is the
street of gold, which represents the reflection of the
yellow/gold colored cloudy sky upon the great hailstones
forming in the clouds.
*******
Revelation 21:22 And I saw NO TEMPLE THEREIN
{there is no temple covering when the high mount
Zion/super volcano within new Jerusalem is full of a lake
of fire}: for the Lord God ALMIGHTY {risen seventh
plagued angel as a great star/ensign} and the LAMB
{representing the message that reveals the written visions
and oracles written on the last small part of the scroll of
life} are the TEMPLE {of light} of IT {new Jerusalem}.
The temple represents the super volcano's mountain. It
opened when the super volcano exploded and erupted
smoke and ash for five months. During those five months,
the opened temple was still covered by smoke and ash. At

the end of these five months, a great earthquake causes the
immense mouth on top of the super volcano's swelled to
heaven mountain to begin filling with a lake of fire. The
rising light with the rising lake of fire (equated with the
rising seventh plagued angel) is still covered by smoke
and ash.
By the time the immense high mouth is full of a lake of
fire, the light of the ensign is then completely visible on
top of the mountain, as the smoke and ash will have
dissipated. At that time, there is no more covering of the
temple (top of the mountain), as the seventh plagued angel
has risen as a visible bright star (shekinah glory) with
tremendous heat of the lake of fire above the swelled to
heaven super volcano. Accordingly the glorious pure
(holy) light (ensign) of the seventh plagued angel is the
temple upon the high mountain of the super volcano. The
Lamb is revealing the visions and oracles written on the
last small part of the scroll of life that show the time when
the seventh plagued angel was the temple upon new
mount Zion (high mountain of the super volcano) within
new Jerusalem. Therefore the Lamb (message/revealed
words) is also the temple.
*******
Revelation 21:23 And the CITY {new Jerusalem equated
with a huge whirlwind surrounding the high and immense
mountain full of a lake of fire} had NO NEED of the

SUN, neither of the MOON, to shine in it: for the
GLORY {intense light emanating from the mouth/temple
upon the swelled to heaven super volcano's mount full of a
lake of fire} of God {risen seventh plagued angel} did
LIGHTEN IT {new Jerusalem/huge whirlwind of light},
and the LAMB {revealed visions and oracles written on
the last small part of the scroll of life} is the LIGHT
{revealing the written visions/light and oracles/thunders}
thereof.
The city new Jerusalem does not require the light of the
sun or moon to illuminate it. The reason is that new
Jerusalem is equated with a huge whirlwind that
materializes around the swelled to heaven super volcano.
At that time, the immense 40-mile wide mouth upon the
swelled to heaven super volcano is full of a lake of fire,
which is equated with the seventh plagued angel having
risen as an intensely bright and glorious star above the
high mountain full of a lake of fire. The glorious light
emanating from the risen seventh plagued angel is so
intense that it reaches 12,000 furlongs in all directions.
This is the intense light (ensign) of God (seventh plagued
angel) that shines from within new Jerusalem. The Lamb
that reveals the visions and oracles of the risen seventh
plagued angel is also equated with the intense light
emanating from within new Jerusalem.
*******

Revelation 21:24 And the NATIONS of THEM {great
multitude/third group of redeemed} which ARE SAVED
{having accepted the everlasting gospel} shall WALK in
the LIGHT {being the intensely bright light/ensign} of IT
{new Jerusalem}: and the KINGS {kingdoms/nations} of
the earth do BRING THEIR GLORY and HONOUR
INTO IT {into new Jerusalem}.
The vision in Revelation 21:24 was revealed by the Lamb
(message) from the last small part of the scroll of life
during the judgment. This vision and oracles replayed the
time when the swelled to heaven super volcano was full of
a lake of fire but not yet overflowing. At that time, the
intensely bright light (emanating from the super volcano's
immense 40-mile wide mouth mouth full of a lake of fire
within new Jerusalem) will be lifted up through the sky
(heaven). This glorious light will be radiating 12,000
furlongs high above the swelled to heaven super volcano
and 12,000 furlongs wide and 12,000 furlongs in length.
To this intense white light (ensign), the first group and
second group of redeemed will lead the nations of a great
multitude. All three groups of redeemed will enter the
fiery ensign before the swelled to heaven super volcano
has a massive explosion that causes the lake of fire to
overflow and spread throughout the world.
Zechariah 8:23 Thus saith the Lord of hosts; In THOSE
DAYS {from the time the seventh plagued angel has risen
as a bright star/ensign} it shall come to pass, that TEN

MEN {representing in the past type the ten tribes of
Israel's northern kingdom taken into captivity by the
Assyrian and thereafter lost their Israelite identity, having
become mixed with gentiles. In our day, these ten
men/tribes are equated with the great multitude/spiritual
gentiles} shall take hold out of ALL LANGUAGES OF
THE NATIONS, even shall take hold of the skirt of him
that is a JEW {representing in the past type the kingdom
of Judah that returned from Babylonian captivity. In our
day, the kingdom of Judah represents the first group and
second group of redeemed}, saying, WE {great multitude
of all nations} will GO {to the light of the ensign} WITH
YOU {first group and second group of redeemed}: for we
have heard that God {risen seventh plagued angel} is with
you.
*******
Revelation 21:25 And the GATES of IT {new
Jerusalem/great whirlwind of light/ensign} shall NOT BE
SHUT at all by day: for there shall be NO NIGHT
THERE {because of the intense light emanating from the
lake of fire within the immense mouth of the swelled to
heaven super volcano}.
The gates of white pearly light are 12,000 furlongs on top
of each side of new Jerusalem. When the redeemed enter
the lower light (ensign) of the great whirlwind, its
revolving winds will take them to these white pearly gates

that are on top of the clouds of heaven to enter new
Jerusalem. The same way that Elijah was taken into
heaven is the same way the redeemed enter the gates of
heaven (sky).
2 Kings 2:11 And it came to pass, as they still went on,
and talked, that, behold, there appeared a CHARIOT
{whirlwind/tornado} of fire, and horses of fire, and parted
them both asunder; and Elijah went up by a whirlwind
into heaven {where he stands in heaven during the
judgment}.
There will be no night in new Jerusalem. The reason is
that the intense light emanating from the swelled to
heaven super volcano's immense mouth (full of a lake of
fire) within new Jerusalem will give light constantly.
Isaiah 60:1 Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and the
glory of the Lord {seventh plagued angel} is RISEN {as a
great light with a lake of fire from the swelled to heaven
bottomless pit} upon thee {new Jerusalem/great
whirlwind of light}.
60:2 For, behold, the darkness shall cover the earth
{USA's land/Earth}, and gross darkness the people: but
the Lord {risen seventh plagued angel} shall arise upon
THEE {new Jerusalem}, and his GLORY {intense
light/Shekinah glory} shall be seen upon thee.
60:11 Therefore THY {new Jerusalem's} gates shall be

open continually; they shall not be shut day nor night;
that men may bring unto thee the forces of the Gentiles,
and that their kings may be brought.
60:19 The sun shall be no more thy light by day; neither
for brightness shall the moon give light unto thee: but the
LORD {risen seventh plagued angel/Lord as a bright star
upon the high mountain of new Zion within new
Jerusalem} the shall be unto THEE {new Jerusalem} an
everlasting light, and thy God thy glory.
*******
Revelation 21:26 And THEY {third latter day group/great
multitude of redeemed} shall BRING the GLORY and
HONOUR of the NATIONS {which previously was given
to the latter day kingdom of Babylon} into it {into the
light/ensign of new Jerusalem}.
The everlasting gospel was proclaimed for five months
when the super volcano was erupting smoke and ash.
Thereafter the super volcano swelled to heaven and
exploded magma into the sky, as it began to fill with a
lake of fire. When the lake of fire had filled the swelled to
heaven super volcano's immense mouth, it then began to
emit an intense light reaching about 12,000 furlongs in all
directions. At the same time, the intense heat emanating
from the fiery furnace within the swelled to heaven super
volcano's mouth caused a great whirlwind to manifest

around the high and immense mountain of the super
volcano. This great whirlwind shining as a bright light is
referred to as new Jerusalem. From the time the great
whirlwind shining as a bright light, then the people that
believed the everlasting gospel traveled quickly from all
parts of the world to enter the new Jerusalem's light
(ensign) before the lake of fire began to overflow and
spread throughout the world.
Isaiah 60:3 And the GENTILES {great multitude} shall
come to THY {new Jerusalem's} light {after having heard
the message of the everlasting gospel}, and kings to the
brightness of THY {new Jerusalem's} rising.
Isaiah 60:5 Then thou shalt see, and flow together, and
thine heart shall fear, and be enlarged; because the
abundance of the SEA {referring to peoples} shall be
converted unto THEE {new Jerusalem}, the forces of the
GENTILES {third latter day group of redeemed} shall
come unto thee.
Isaiah 66:19
And I will set a sign among them, and I will send THOSE
{first group and second group of redeemed} that escape
of them unto the NATIONS, to Tarshish, Pul, and Lud, that
draw the bow, to Tubal, and Javan, to the isles afar off,
that have not heard {great sound of thunder} MY {risen
seventh plagued angel's} fame, neither have seen my
GLORY {glorious light of the risen seventh plagued

angel}; and they shall declare my glory among the
Gentiles.
Isaiah 66:20 And they shall bring all your brethren for an
offering unto the Lord {risen seventh plagued angel as a
great star} out of all nations upon horses, and in chariots,
and in litters, and upon mules, and upon swift beasts, to
my holy {new Zion} mountain {within new Jerusalem}
Jerusalem, saith the Lord, as the children of Israel bring
an offering in a clean vessel into the house of the Lord.
Zechariah 2:5 For I, saith the LORD {risen seventh
plagued angel/Lord as an intense light with a lake of fire},
will be unto HER {new Jerusalem/great whirlwind} a
WALL OF FIRE {when the lake of fire begins to
overflow} round about, and will be the GLORY {intense
light/glory emanating from the lake of fire in the immense
mouth of the swelled to heaven super volcano} in the
midst of HER {new Jerusalem}.
Isaiah 2:2 And it shall come to pass in the LAST DAYS
{before the world is covered by a lake of fire}, that the
MOUNTAIN {new Zion/mountain of the swelled to
heaven super volcano} of the LORD's {risen seventh
plagued angel's} HOUSE {spiritual temple representing
the super volcano's immense mouth full of a lake of fire}
shall be established in the top of the mountains, and shall
be EXALTED above the hills; and all NATIONS {of the

redeemed} shall flow unto it {when new Jerusalem/great
whirlwind of light is surrounding the risen seventh
plagued angel's house/immense mouth of the swelled to
heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire}.
Micah 4:1 But in the LAST DAYS {before the world is
covered by a lake of fire} it shall come to pass, that the
MOUNTAIN {new Zion representing the immense mouth
of the swelled to heaven full of a lake of lava} of the
LORD {risen seventh plagued angel as a bright star} shall
be established in the top of the mountains, and it shall be
exalted above the hills; and PEOPLE {the redeemed that
accepted the everlasting gospel} shall flow {from all parts
of the world} unto IT {ensign/glorious light}.
Micah 4:2 And MANY NATIONS {of the third group of
redeemed after they are converted by the first
group/12,000 and second group/144,000 of redeemed}
shall come, and say, Come, and let us go up to the
MOUNTAIN {super volcano's mouth issuing a glorious
light} of the LORD {risen seventh plagued angel}, and to
the HOUSE {spiritual temple/super volcano's immense
mouth surrounded by new Jerusalem} of the God {seventh
plagued angel} of {latter day new} Jacob; and he will
teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths: for the
LAW {written on the seventh plagued angel/last small part
of the scroll of life} shall go forth of Zion {the writen law
is revealed from new mount Zion during the judgment.

Upon new mount Zion is the temple of the seventh
plagued angel where the priests/first group and
elders/second group of redeemed impart the new law
during the judgment}, and the word of the LORD {risen
seventh plagued angel} from {new} Jerusalem
{representing a huge whirlwind of light}.
Isaiah 60:12 For the nation and kingdom that will not
serve THEE {new Jerusalem} shall PERISH {by an
overflowing and spreading lake of fire}; yea, those
nations shall be utterly wasted.
Joel 3:17 So shall ye know that I am the LORD {risen
seventh plagued angel} your God {seventh plagued angel}
dwelling in ZION {the high mount of the super volcano
full of a lake of fire}, my HOLY MOUNTAIN {new Zion}:
then shall {new} Jerusalem {representing a huge
whirlwind of light} be holy, and there shall NO
STRANGERS {that rejected the everlasting gospel} pass
through HER {pass through the land of the USA where
new Jerusalem appears as a huge whirlwind of light in the
USA} any more.

*******
Revelation 21:27 And there shall in NO WISE enter into
IT {new Jerusalem's light/ensign} ANYTHING THAT

DEFILETH {referring to people who eat and practice
unclean beliefs while rejecting the everlasting gospel},
neither whatsoever WORKETH ABOMINATION
{support and promote a false belief}, or MAKETH A LIE
{false promises and predictions made by false
prophets/messengers, leaders, and politicians}: but they
which are WRITTEN {during the previous replays of all
generations that showed the redeemed entering new
Jerusalem's ensign and to be living in the new heaven and
new Earth while also partaking in the judgment} in the
LAMB’S {Lamb/message that is revealing the last small
part of the scroll of life during the judgment} BOOK
{scroll} OF LIFE {The book/scroll of life had already
recorded the people that overcame and entered the
ensign/light of new Jerusalem before the judgment
began}.
During the judgment that has been taking place for more
than 1,000 years, the last small part of the scroll of life is
presently revealing what happened in the last generation.
Hence if you are reading this message, it is because it is
presently being replayed during the judgment of what you
did in the last generation in the first timeline, which began
from Genesis through the last generation and time of the
judgment. Accordingly when new Jerusalem manifests as
a bright light (ensign) during the present replay of the last
generation, none of the people that rejected the everlasting
gospel in the previous replays will enter new Jerusalem's

ensign in the present replay or following replays of all
generations. The reason is that the rebellious people did
not believe the everlasting gospel when it was proclaimed
in the last generation of the first timeline. During the last
generation of the first timeline, the rebellious people
instead defiled themselves by partaking in unclean beliefs,
or working abominations by supporting false beliefs, or
making lies of false predictions and promises that were all
contrary to what the everlasting gospel was prophesying
during the five months of smoke and ash erupting from
the super volcano.
In the present replay of the last generation, it will show
the same rebellious people not accepting the everlasting
gospel to enter new Jerusalem's ensign. Since these
rebellious people were blotted out of the scroll of life in
the first timeline (when they were no longer playing a part
in life because they ended up in the lake of fire that
covered the world), they will be shown again in the
present replay of the last generation how they were blotted
out of the scroll of life when they ended up in the lake of
fire.
The great multitude accepted the everlasting gospel and
entered the ensign of new Jerusalem in the first timeline of
all generations. These people were thereafter living in the
new heaven and new Earth as written on the scroll of life.
Accordingly, each replay of the last generation shows the
same redeemed entering the ensign of new Jerusalem to be

living in the new heaven and new Earth, as already written
on the scroll of life.

